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Sweet Bitter Majou.
A  portfolio of David Herrera alcalde

DaViDMajou.eS



ART DIRECTION BRANDING 
PREPRESS CREATIVITY 

PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO EDITION 
GRAPHIC DESIGN COPY 

CAMPAIGNS WEB DESIGN 
FRONT-END WEB.
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To the Human Resources Departmen of your company

I would like to join your Design and Web department of your company, I am trained and I have 
the skills to develop the diferent tasks, especially in the areas of Graphic and Web Design.

Two years ago I finished my studies in Graphic and Multimedia Design in ESNE, a university 
attached to the University Camilo José Cela, in Madrid (Spain).

The methodology of this center, has driven me to develope a great capacity in my area and 
acquire a global perspective of the design applied to companies, on and off-line

Along my traning, I have empowered my team-work spirit, initiative and implication in work as 
well as in my English. And I had opportunities to lead branding and web projects for companies.

From first of my career, I already started my work experiences through internships in different 
companies, some famous as Ogilvy One, in which I acquired a lot of knowledge about Web 
Design and others such as SoyWana or NürInsight in wich I have worked on design and web for 
international companies.

While I have been working in other companies, I have worked as a freelance for more companies 
developing Design and Web projects. As a freelance I have developed my skills in css, 
wordpress, divi and Java Script.

Today I am looking abroad for interesting job opportunities to develope my career.

To check my capabilities, here is my design portfolio attached.

Thank you,
D.
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Personal information:

experience as a 
designer:

other experiences:

academic information:

Name: David

Surnames: Herrera Alcalde

DNI: 53496399D

Home: Alcobendas (Madrid) Spain

Phone Number: 664337849 / 
916239848

E-Mail: hola@davidmajou.es

Photography and Design 
@piston_brothers and @ModNation.

Photography in motoring events.

Freelance designing websites 
for external companies

Graduate in Multimedia and 
Graphic Design at (ESNE-UCJC) 

 
English and studying Norwegian

I can program in  HTML, CSS and JS 

Frelance May-2019 / I am currently working  
as a freelancer 

MasCuota  Sept-2018 / 
I am currently working here

NürInsight Jan/Mar 2018

OgilvyOne Jun-2017/Nov-2017

Enredart: Feb-2017

SoyWana: Jul-2016/Jan-2017

Unknown Artist Studio: Mar-2016/Jun-2016

Centro de Estudios Turísticos Ábaco: Jun-2015/Jan-2016
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Software:

Do you have any doubt?

other information:

Autodesk 3DS Max
Autodesk AutoCad
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Indesign
Adobe Premiere

Adobe After Effects
Adobe DreamWeaver

Adobe Bridge
Brackets
Filezilla

Wordpress
Prestashop

MS Office

Driving license B.
Own vehicle.

Own work material.
Availability 15 days after signing contract.

Possibility of teleworking.

You can contact me:

Call me: +34 664 337 849 
Write to me by email: hola@davidmajou.es

you can visit davidmajou.es
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This is an editorial personal project.  

This is a magazine that reports the 
world of modified cars. The reason 
of this creation is the redemption and 
improvement of the image of this 
hobby.

This project is composed of a complete 
corporate identity manual, a magazine 
sample, and advertising campaign 
and a simple website, al made wirh my 
own photographic material.

Editorial, branding, video editing and 
photography.

MOD·NATION

VIEW MAGAZINE

VIEW SPOT

http://davidmajou.es/pdf/modnation/
http://davidmajou.es/video/SpotRedesMODNATION.mp4
http://davidmajou.es/pdf/modnation/
http://davidmajou.es/video/SpotRedesMODNATION.mp4
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Identity manual

Main campaign poster

Frames of ModNation Video
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Evolution of the imagotype

Imagotype of Babylon Studio

This is the branding for a studio of 
Graphic Design.

This branding is based on Babilonia´s 
concept. A city based on beauty and 
shrines that sought to reach the top. 
There is the relation of the name, icon 
and tipography.

“Pequeños trazos, grandes ideas”
Branding
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Frames of the secuence.

This is a work of modeling and 
animation in which four pistons in 
rolling line are exposed.
This work has been rendered with 
“Arnold Reder” Engine.

Clip 3D Pistons

VIEW VIDEO

http://davidmajou.es/video/Animacionpistones.mp4
http://davidmajou.es/video/Animacionpistones.mp4
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I did this project working in NürInsight 
for OTPBank.

It´s an incentive catalogue for OTPBank 
workers.

In this work I lead the branding and 
graphic part

(For professional reasons, there is no possibility 
to show images of the interior)

Web, CSS, JavaScript and PrestaShop

MockUp Web otparanyponty.hu
VIEW WEBSITE

https://otparanyponty.hu/hitelesites
https://otparanyponty.hu/hitelesites
https://otparanyponty.hu/hitelesites
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I made this work in my actual 
job (MasCuota). I had to made a 
rebranding for Barra de Ideas events 
and design and program the new web.

Branding and Web
Html, CSS, Java Script

https://barradeideas.com/roadshow/barcelo-
na/index.html

VIEW WEBSITE

https://barradeideas.com/roadshow/barcelona/index.html
https://barradeideas.com/roadshow/barcelona/index.html
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This is a new project in MasCuota, this is 
about diversity services in companies. 
I lead all graphic and web project. 
Web part was made with Divi.

Branding and Web

http://masdiversity.com

VIEW WEBSITE

http://masdiversity.com/
http://masdiversity.com/
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In Ogilvy One I learned about email 
marketing too. I made responsive 
newsletters for companies as Mini, 
BMW, and Iberia, in my actual job 
I continue creating and making 
Newsletter campaigns.

The dificult part of making newsletters, 
is the compatibility with all devices 
and all programes, this work made me  
to be retailer whe I programe in HTML

Dreamweaver, html and css.

Newsletter for Mini (Agosto 2017)
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Along of my graphic design career I 
have been making photography on 
automovilistic events. You can see a 
big part of then on my instagram:

Photography and retouching.

Fotografías realizadas durante eventos.

VIEW PHOTOS

https://www.instagram.com/piston_brothers/?hl=es
https://www.instagram.com/piston_brothers/?hl=es
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This is a short film type trailer, this is 
not yet finalized due to lack of time.

Direction and edition.

Frames
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I am a dynamic person, I can design a flyer, model 
a packaging, layout a web design o perform 

photography for an event or a product.

I consider myself a person with a lot of attitude and 
learning ability.

Thank you
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Do you have any doubt?

Remember you can contact me:

Call me: +34 664 337 849 
Write to me by email: hola@davidmajou.es

You can visit davidmajou.es


